Probing the impact of loading rate on the mechanical properties of viral nanoparticles.
The effects of changes in the loading rate during the forced dissociation of single bonds have been studied for a wide variety of interactions. Less is known on the loading rate dependent behaviour of more complex systems that consist of multiple bonds. Here we focus on viral nanoparticles, in particular the protein shell (capsid) that protects the viral genome. As model systems we use the well-studied capsids of the plant virus Cowpea Chlorotic Mottle Virus (CCMV) and of the bacteriophages φ29 and HK97. By applying an atomic force microscopy (AFM) nanoindentation approach we study the loading rate dependency of their mechanical properties. Our AFM results show very diverse behaviour for the different systems. In particular, we find that not only the breaking force, but also the spring constant of some capsids depend on the loading rate. We describe and compare the measured data with simulation results from the literature. The unexpected complex loading rate dependencies that we report present a challenge for the current theoretical considerations aimed at understanding the molecular level interactions of highly ordered protein assemblies.